
Controlling a WiFi smart plug with the Raspberry Pi

 Power Play
A switched and programmable electrical plug lets 

you start the Raspberry Pi at predefined times, 

saving power consumption, and a little Python 

code keeps you independent of the 

manufacturer’s cloud infrastructure.  

By Bernhard Bablok

because the Rasp Pi rarely works 
alone. It often needs peripherals in the 

form of hard drives and USB devices, which 
consume considerably more power than the 
computer itself.

Familiar services such as atd and crond, 
or the shutdown command itself, can per-
form a time-controlled shutdown. For exam-
ple, the following command shuts the com-
puter down 10 minutes after entering the 
command:

$ sudo shutdown +10

However, the Rasp Pi does not have a real-
time clock (RTC), nor does it have a BIOS. 
The clock can be retrofitted, but it cannot 
handle a time-controlled boot without sup-
port from the BIOS (wake on RTC). It also 
cannot handle a restart at a predefined point 
in time; therefore, you have to search for an 
external solution.

Switched electrical plugs are com-
mon, but the selection becomes 
smaller when the requirements 
for the plug include that it access 

a WiFi network and have a programmable 
interface. These features allow the Raspberry 
Pi to determine a start time on its own. The 
hack in this article succeeds with an Edimax 
smart plug and some Python code.

Forums are full of perplexed conversa-
tions concerning time-controlled shutdown 
and bootup for the Raspberry Pi because 
this small PC is known for its minimal 
power consumption. The thinking goes that 
the energy savings for a time-controlled 
setup would probably be limited. This argu-
ment stops short of actual reality, however, Le
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Many boards are available on the Internet 
for retrofitting the Rasp Pi with the corre-
sponding functions. The disadvantage to the 
add-on board approach is that, without ex-
ception, the extension is able to put the Rasp 
Pi to sleep – but not necessarily all of its pe-
ripherals. A switchable electrical plug proves 
to be a better and more economical solution.

Too Many ChoiCes?
Switched plugs that work over the 433MHz 
radio band abound. For the Rasp Pi, small 
radio modules are suitable for use with a 
plug. Programming these modules is easy, 
and a previous article describes how to pro-
gram a module of this type [1]. However, if 
the Rasp Pi switches its own plug off, it 
won’t have a chance to shutdown cleanly. 
Additionally, the Rasp Pi would require ex-
ternal assistance to switch the plug back on 
for booting.

Radio plugs lacking a time control there-
fore are not the answer. A time-controlled 
plug, on the other hand, often lacks in the 
capability to receive radio signals. For a long 
time now, plugs designed for the smart home 
often only work in conjunction with central-
ized equipment that contains proprietary 
software, or the plugs work together with 
special smartphone apps via a cloud service 
run by the manufacturer. Open interfaces 
that would permit access by the Rasp Pi are 
definitely lacking.

When looking for a programmable plug that 
can be controlled wirelessly via WiFi or Blue-
tooth, Edimax SP1101W and SP2101W smart 
plugs are clearly the way to go, because other 
suitable devices available on the market do 
not offer online documentation about their 
communication protocol.

Information exists online about the Edimax 
communication protocol only because re-
sourceful users have eavesdropped on com-
munications and reverse-engineered the com-
mands. The reverse engineering task did not 
involve a lot of effort, however, because the 
commands flow over the Internet in plain text.

The hardware
The Edimax SP1101W smart plug format is 
the same as that for a classic adapter. One 
side goes into the wall socket and exposes an 
outlet free for use (Figure 1). You can operate 
the outlet manually with a pressure switch, 
and two status LEDs show whether the de-
vice has attached itself successfully to the 
WiFi network.

The SP1101W offers various switching 
scheme possibilities. For example, you can 

specify either an on/ off ad hoc schedule or a 
schedule specified for each day of the week. 
The somewhat more expensive SP2101W ad-
ditionally provides information about current 
and past power consumption; however, this 
function does not seem to be worth the addi-
tional expense, because buyer comments 
tend to be negative.

The smaller SP1101W model costs about 
$50 (EUR35), and to set up this plug, you 
need a suitable Android or iOS smartphone 
app. The plug worked without problem 
when tested under Android, although users 
reported some occasional hiccups under iOS.

Theoretically, setup is simple. First, down-
load a free app for initial configuration. Next, 
put the plug into the wall socket and wait for 
a slowly blinking red light to appear, signal-
ing installation mode. Android users select 
the plug directly in the app, whereas iOS 
users switch into the wireless network gener-
ated by the plug.

The app then allows you to set the SSID and 
password for your own WiFi network. After 
restarting, the Edimax smart plug logs in di-
rectly to this network and connects to the Edi-
max cloud. The plug receives the switch com-
mands and schedules directly via WiFi on the 
local network, and the cloud is only used 
when the smartphone is not registered to the 
same home network (e.g., while traveling).

Figure 1: Users have successfully reverse-engineered 

the commands to control the switched Edimax 

smart plug, making it possible to automate com-

munication – albeit unencrypted.
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the plug during its configuration, then 1234 
should be replaced with the pertinent value.

The commands for turning the smart plug 
off and various other commands are created 
in analogous fashion, specifying OFF instead 
of ON in the fourth line. Along with setup 
commands (line 3), you also can use queries 
with id="get" as an attribute. The XML for-
mat from Listing 2 allows the plug to report 
on the current status.

Now you have access to some of the func-
tions available on the Edimax plug. Because 
the commands – and therefore the XML files – 
are static, it would appear to be sufficient 
merely to work with curl scripts. However, 
controlling the plug via a time schedule is 
somewhat more complex and requires cod-
ing, which is where Python comes in handy.

TiMe ConTrol
The SP1101W smart plug supports schedules 
via programmed switching times and some-
thing like a timetable. If switching times con-
tradict the timetable, the timetable takes pre-
cedence. As an aside, the schedule is invisi-
ble in the app. During testing, I could not fig-
ure out exactly why Edimax stored the data 
twice. However, because control occurs ex-
clusively through the app, it did not present 
any practical problems.

You should specify separately when the 
power is on and not for each day of the 
week (Figure 2). This approach does not 
seem optimal, because it restricts you to set-
ting start times for just the upcoming seven 
days. On the other hand, this type of sched-
uling suffices for most niche uses. Listing 3 
shows the query of the currently stored 
schedule. Listing 4 shows the answer by the 
web server with some of the zeros removed 
for convenience.

At first glance, the letters and digits don’t 
make sense; however, their meaning quickly 
becomes evident. The entries in the Device.
System.Power.Schedule.<n>.List nodes code 
for the times in HourMinuteHourMinute1 for-
mat. The first HourMinute pair designates 
the time for turning the plug on, and the sec-
ond HourMinute pair is the time to switch 
off. A redundant 1 is added at the end.

If you do not want to be dependent on an 
external entity and you have concerns about 
being monitored, you can use the access con-
trol in the router to forbid the plug from com-
municating with the Internet. Typically, this 
is accomplished by entering the MAC address 
(addresses of hardware devices) of the plug’s 
WiFi module into a blacklist.

However, the smartphone app is clearly 
useless unless you have access to the Inter-
net. Wonder of wonders, data privacy and 
convenience can come together at this point, 
because the Raspberry Pi is able to assume 
all of the functions that would otherwise be 
performed in the cloud.

CoMMuniCaTion
The Edimax SP1101W has an integrated web 
server in the form of the familiar Lighttpd. 
The plug is controlled via HTTP POST re-
quests, and a suitable script or program 
sends commands written in XML to the web 
server and receives a response in the same 
format.

To activate the smart plug, you should 
copy the lines from Listing 1 [2] to the 
an.xml file and then call the command:

$ curl ‑d@an.xml http://admin:1234@U
  192.168.1.4:10000/smartplug.cgi

If the curl command-line tool has not al-
ready been installed, you can find it in the 
repository, and you should adapt the IP ad-
dress for the plug to the local network in the 
URL by replacing 192.168.1.4 in the curl 
command with the correct address of your 
LAN. This address is normally found in a 
registry inside the router, because the router 
keeps track of registered devices and their 
addresses. If you change the password for 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf‑8"?>

  <SMARTPLUG id="edimax">

    <CMD id="setup">

       <Device.System.Power.State>ON</Device.System.Power.State>

    </CMD>

</SMARTPLUG>

LISTING 1: Activating the Smart Plug

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF8"?>

  <SMARTPLUG id="edimax">

    <CMD id="get">

      <Device.System.Power.State></Device.System.Power.State>

    </CMD>

</SMARTPLUG>

LISTING 2: Reporting Current Status
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF8"?>

<SMARTPLUG id="edimax">

  <CMD id="get">

    <SCHEDULE/>

  </CMD>

</SMARTPLUG>

LISTING 3: Querying the Schedule
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Line 5 shows that the plug is turned on 
from 3am to 4am (30401) and 5am to 7am 
(50701) on Sunday. Hours and minutes 
greater than 9 are always programmed using 
letters of the alphabet – first lowercase, then 
uppercase, up to the letter X which repre-
sents the number 59.

The nodes named Device.System.Power.
Schedule.<n> contain the same information 
in a different format. The plug uses binary 
codes for each minute and represents four 
minutes as a hexadecimal digit. Hex 1111b 
therefore means that the plug should remain 
on for four consecutive minutes. For an en-
tire day, you specify 360 hex digits, which is 
not a very efficient approach. Nonetheless, 
this type of coding prevents the appearance 
of strange symbols in the XML code that are 
not understood by the parser.

Because of the complex coding, it is not 
easy to enter a new time period. The better 
way would be first to query for the current 
state of the plug, modify the hex digits ac-
cordingly, and then send the entire new 
string back.

When the Rasp Pi controls the smart plug, 
this query becomes unnecessary, provided the 
Pi has recorded the current state. Specifying the 
time for a reboot works even more simply. The 
plug is usually switched ON, which is indicated 
in the schedule by one entry of the symbol F. 
Before shutting down, the Rasp Pi calculates 
the time period to the next boot and sets this 
value at 0. Once 
booted again, the Rasp 
Pi deletes the zeros.

ConTrol 
sofTware
GitHub has a number 
of diverse projects to 
control the Edimax 
smart plugs indepen-
dent of the manufac-
turer’s cloud, includ-
ing a simple online 
Python class [3] and 
a C# class [4]. How-
ever, the Python class 
only supports switch-
ing between On and 
Off. Therefore, it is a 
good idea to down-
load the code specific 
to this project [5]. 
The library comprises 
various classes and 
supports all functions 
of the plug. The box 

titled “Installing the EdiPlug” describes the 
installation.

Listing 6 shows a few examples. Because 
the Edimax SP1101W receives its IP address 
via DHCP, the program first recognizes the 
plug by way of its local network address, 
starting with line 6. Normally, PlugFinder 

01  <?xml version="1.0" ?>

02  <SMARTPLUG id="edimax">

03    <CMD id="get">

04     <SCHEDULE>

05      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.0.List>30401‑50701</Device.System.Power.Schedule.0.List>

06      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.1.List/>

07      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.2.List/>

08      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.3.List/>

09      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.4.List/>

10      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.5.List/>

11      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.6.List/>

12       <Device.System.Power.Schedule.0 value="ON">000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FFFFFFFFFF
FFFFF000000000000000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF0000...000</Device.System.Power.Schedule.0>

13      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.1 value="ON">000...000</Device.System.Power.Schedule.1>

14      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.2 value="ON">000...000</Device.System.Power.Schedule.2>

15      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.3 value="ON">000...000</Device.System.Power.Schedule.3>

16      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.4 value="ON">000...000</Device.System.Power.Schedule.4>

17      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.5 value="ON">000...000</Device.System.Power.Schedule.5>

18      <Device.System.Power.Schedule.6 value="ON">000...000</Device.System.Power.Schedule.6>

19     </SCHEDULE>

20    </CMD>

21  </SMARTPLUG>

LISTING 4: Web Server Response

Figure 2: The schedule allows you to determine  

on/ off times.
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turn off in five minutes and back on an hour 
later (lines 11-13 and 17). Then, the com-
puter executes its own shutdown via the 
command in line 20.

The Python class implements the time pe-
riod without power. The code starting at line 
24 runs immediately after bootup, perhaps 
via the /etc/rc.local file, and deletes all 
time schedules as a precaution.

Aside from these examples, the class con-
tains a series of additional methods, such as 
setRange(<from>,<to>,active=true). This 
method contributes a new time schedule or 
deletes the schedule without altering existing 
entries, making it possible to operate the 
smart plug from the Pi just like from the  
smartphone app. Because the Edimax 
SP1101W saves the data, control also works 
with the Rasp Pi as well as the app.

ConClusion
Thanks to the Raspberry Pi, you can use the 
Edimax SP1101W without monitoring and 
control by the manufacturer. This precaution 
is not just the result of a healthy mistrust: 
Time and again a manufacturer turns off a 
cloud service without forewarning its partici-
pants, leaving you high and dry with hard-
ware that has lost its functionality. The Rasp 
Pi in this project protects your investment in 
a smart plug.

If you want to control the plug remotely, 
you can use the smartphone app. An alterna-
tive would be to send a text message to the 

searches its entire subnetwork and finds all 
supported plugs. This method works only 
when all plugs have the same password.

To shorten the search process, you should 
feed PlugFinder additional information, such 
as an IP address range, a list of names, or the 
maximum number of plugs for the class to 
return (lines 9-11). Alternatively, when you 
know the IP address, you can generate the 
instance of the plug object directly.

The plug object methods query the Edimax 
smart plug for information or change their 
state. Line 16 returns a map of all the informa-
tion for the system. The script then turns on 
the plug (line 19), waits 10 minutes, and turns 
it off again (line 21). For this example, the 
Rasp Pi should not be connected to the plug.

If the Rasp Pi is handling the smart plug all 
on its own and saves its own time schedule, 
these two commands suffice to control the 
Edimax SP1101W completely. In this scenario, 
the plug does not carry out switch processes 
autonomously.

wake on rTC
In Listing 7, lines 11 to 20 show the original 
case. The Raspberry Pi programs the plug to 

git clone https://github.com/bablokb/ediplug.git

cd ediplug/src

sudo cp ‑a ediplug /usr/local/lib/python2.7/dist‑packages

sudo apt‑get update

sudo apt‑get install python‑netaddr python‑netifaces

LISTING 5: Installing the EdiPlug

01  #!/usr/bin/python

02  

03  import time

04  from ediplug import *

05  

06  pf = PlugFinder(password='1234')

07  plugs = pf.search()

08  

09  #plugs = pf.search(network='192.168.2.100‑192.168.2.120')

10  #plugs = pf.search(maxCount=1)

11  #plugs = pf.search(plugnames=['plug1','plug2'])

12  

13  plug = plugs.values()[0]

14  #plug = plugs['plug1']

15  

16  info = plug.getSystemInfo()

17  print info['Device.System.Name']

18  

19  plug.setPowerState(active=True)

20  time.sleep(600)

21  plug.setPowerState(active=False)

LISTING 6: Examples

To begin, clone the appropriate GitHub proj-
ect [5] using the command in line 1 of Listing 5. 
Next, copy the Python library to a path that Py-
thon uses to search for packages (lines 2 and 3). 
Raspbian “jessie” only needs two packages 
(line 5), although other platforms might be 
missing python-requests. The correct installa-
tion is tested with the command:

$ samples/testinstall.py

Once the plug is registered in the LAN, check 
the communication with the command:

$ samples/powerstate.py ‑p 1234

Make sure to adjust the password appropri-
ately, then load the library from your own pro-
grams with the command:

from ediplug import *

A directory of the classes and methods of the 
library can be found in the documentation of 
the package (README.md).

INSTALLING THE EDIPLUG
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Unfortunately, access to the smart plug 
operating system is not open. Although the 
integrated computer apparently has enough 
performance for the small but capable 
Lighttpd, open software would surely make 
it possible to delegate more tasks directly to 
the smart plug, even if they deal only with 
administration of switch times of more than 
one week ahead.  ● ● ●

Raspberry Pi. Communicating directly with 
the smart plug via a port open to the Internet 
is not a good idea, because communication 
is not encrypted. A VPN server for the local 
network could possibly provide additional 
security.

The smart plug is not well suited for the 
originally intended use case of wake on RTC, 
because a time period of one week is too 
short. However, as long as the Raspberry Pi 
boots at least once a week, this is not really 
a limitation.

One question remains: Is it worth the effort 
to set up the plug as described? The smart 
plug pulls 1W of power when turned off and 
2W during operation, and conceivably, the 
effect depends on precision (e.g., 1.4W, 
1.6W). Still, the plug’s power consumption 
has an effect.

The procedure described here is not 
worth the effort for the Rasp Pi alone; 
therefore, you must decide on the basis of 
power consumption by connected peripher-
als. When something is mounted on the ac-
tive hub of the Rasp Pi, along with a hard 
drive and DVB stick, consumption in-
creases several fold over the 2W used by 
the plug itself.

01  #!/usr/bin/python

02  

03  import time

04  from ediplug import *

05  

06  pf = PlugFinder(password='1234')

07  plugs = pf.search()

08  plug = plugs.values()[0]

09  

10  # Turn power off in 5 minutes, and back on in one hour from now

11  now = TPoint.now()

12  shutdownTime = now.createAfter(0,0,5)

13  bootTime     = shutdownTime.createAfter(0,1,0)

14  

15  # Programming of the switching clock in the plug:

16  # Power is not available only between shutdownTime and bootTime

17  plug.setExclusiveState(shutdownTime,bootTime,active=False)

18  

19  # Power down the Rasp Pi, before the power is turned off

20  os.system("sudo shutdown now")

21  

22  # ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑ After the Boot. The following lines may be in /etc/rc.local ‑‑‑‑‑‑

23  

24  # pf = PlugFinder(password='1234')

25  # plugs = pf.search()

26  # plug = plugs.values()[0]

27  # plug.clearSchedule()

LISTING 7: Wake on RTC
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